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Abstract—A recurrent neuro-fuzzy network based strategy for
batch process modeling and optimal control is presented in this
paper. The recurrent neuro-fuzzy network allows the construction
of a “global” nonlinear long-range prediction model from the
fuzzy conjunction of a number of “local” linear dynamic models.
In this recurrent neuro-fuzzy network, the network output is fed
back to the network input through one or more time delay units.
This particular structure ensures that predictions from a recur-
rent neuro-fuzzy network are long-range or multi-step-ahead
predictions. Long-range predictions are particularly important
for batch processes where the interest lies in the product quality
and quantity at the end of a batch. To enhance batch process
control and monitoring, a model capable of predicting accurately
the product quality/quantity at the end of a batch is required.
Process knowledge is used to initially partition the process non-
linear characteristics into several local operating regions and to
aid in the initialization of the corresponding network weights.
Process input output data is then used to train the network.
Membership functions of the local regimes are identified and local
models are discovered through network training. An advantage
of this recurrent neuro-fuzzy network model is that it is easy
to interpret. This helps process operators in understanding the
process characteristics. The proposed technique is applied to the
modeling and optimal control of a fed-batch reactor.
Index Terms—Batch processes, neural networks, neuro-fuzzy
systems, optimal control.
I. INTRODUCTION
BATCH processes are suitable for the manufacturing of highvalue added products, such as special polymers, special
chemicals, and pharmaceuticals [1]. Batch and fed-batch pro-
cesses are becoming the important means of manufacturing in
the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. In batch and fed-
batch process operations, the interest lies in the end-of-batch
product quality. To obtain an optimal control policy for a batch
or fed-batch process, a model capable of providing accurate long
range predictions, i.e., predicting the product quality at the batch
end, is required. A difficulty in the optimal control of batch pro-
cesses, such as batch polymerization reactors, is that first prin-
ciple models of batch processes are usually very complicated
and difficult to obtain and implement for on-line control. To
overcome this difficulty, data based empirical models, such as
neural network models, should be utilized [2], [3]. A problem
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Fig. 1. Recurrent neuro-fuzzy network.
with conventional neural network modeling is the “black box”
nature and nonrobustness of conventional neural networks. A
notable limitation of conventional neural network models is that
they can be difficult to interpret.
In the modeling and control of batch processes, the interest
usually lies in the end-of-batch product quality and quantity.
Therefore, long-range prediction models capable of predicting
product quality/quantity at the end of a batch are more appro-
priate. In this paper, a type of recurrent neuro-fuzzy network
is proposed that allows the construction of a “global” non-
linear long-range prediction model from the fuzzy conjunction
of a number of “local” dynamic models. In this recurrent
neuro-fuzzy network, the network output is fed back to the
network input through one or more time delay units. This
particular structure ensures that predictions from a recurrent
neuro-fuzzy network are long-range or multistep-ahead predic-
tions. Both process knowledge and process input output data
are used to build multistep-ahead prediction models. Process
knowledge is used to initially partition the process nonlinear
characteristics into several local operating regions and to aid in
the initialization of the corresponding network weights. Process
input output data is then used to train the network. Membership
functions of the local regimes are identified and local models
are discovered through network training. In the training of a
recurrent neuro-fuzzy network, the training objective is to min-
imize the long-rang prediction errors. Therefore, a successfully
trained recurrent neuro-fuzzy network is capable of providing
good long-range predictions.
In this paper, a recurrent neuro-fuzzy network is used to
model a fed-batch reactor and to calculate the optimal reactant
feeding policy. The reaction volume is used to partition the
1063-6706/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Shapes of membership functions.
process operations into several local operating regions. A
recurrent neuro-fuzzy network is trained using several batches
of process operating data. The recurrent neuro-fuzzy network
model can provide long-range predictions of product con-
centrations and by-product concentrations during a batch. In
performing long-range predictions, the future reaction volumes
are calculated through integration of the feed rate (feeding
policy). The optimal control objective for this process is to
maximize the amount of product while minimizing the amount
of by-product at the end of a batch process operation. Con-
strained optimization is used to find the optimal feeding policy.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a recur-
rent neuro-fuzzy network for nonlinear process modeling. Mod-
eling of a fed-batch reactor using recurrent neuro-fuzzy net-
works is detailed in Section III. Section IV presents the optimal
control of this fed-batch reactor using the recurrent neuro-fuzzy
network model. Finally, some concluding remarks are drawn in
Section V.
II. RECURRENT NEURO-FUZZY NETWORK
Based on a fuzzy modeling approach originally developed
by Takagi and Sugeno [4], the global operation of a nonlinear
process is divided into several local operating regions. Within
each local region, , a reduced order linear model is used to
represent the process behavior. Fuzzy sets are used to define the
process operating conditions such that the fuzzy dynamic model
of a nonlinear process can be described in the following way:
IF process is operated in operating region
THEN
(1)
The final model output is obtained through COG defuzzification
as
(2)
where is the process output, is the model prediction, is the
process input, is the prediction of process output in the th
operating region, nr is the number of fuzzy operating regions, ni
and no are the time lags in the input and the output respectively,
is the membership function for the th model, and are
the local linear model parameters, and represents the discrete
time.
Operating regions of a process can be defined by one or sev-
eral process variables. A number of fuzzy sets, such as “low,”
“medium,” and “high” are defined for each of these process
variables. An operating condition is constructed through logical
combinations of these fuzzy sets. For example, suppose that
and are the process variables for defining the process oper-
ating regions and are assigned the fuzzy sets: “low,” “medium,”
and “high.” The th operating region can be defined as
is high AND is medium
The membership function for this operating region can then be
constructed in one approach as
(3)
or in another approach as
(4)
In the aforementioned equations, is the membership
function of the th operating region, is the membership
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Fig. 3. Data from a typical batch run.
function of being “high,” and is the membership func-
tion of being “medium.” The second approach allows the cal-
culation of model error gradients that are required in gradient
based network training.
This type of model can be represented by a recurrent
neuro-fuzzy network. Although such a local modeling ap-
proach has been studied by several researchers [4]–[8], the
aspect of long-range prediction has only been considered re-
cently [9]. Recurrent neuro-fuzzy networks possess good long
range prediction capability and have been recently investigated
by several researchers [9]–[12].
The recurrent neuro-fuzzy network used in this study is
shown in Fig. 1. It contains four layers: a fuzzification layer,
a rule layer, a function layer, and a defuzzification layer.
Several different types of neurons (or nodes) are employed in
the network. Inputs to the fuzzification layer are the process
variables that are used to define fuzzy operating regions. Each
of these variables is transformed into several fuzzy sets in the
fuzzification layer. Each neuron in this layer corresponds to
a particular fuzzy set with the actual membership function
being given by the neuron output. Three types of neuron acti-
vation functions are used. They are the sigmoidal function, the
Gaussian function, and the complement sigmoidal function.
Weights in the fuzzification layer determine the membership
functions of the corresponding fuzzy sets. Fig. 2 shows the
shapes of the membership functions. The two fuzzy sets at
the left and right sides in Fig. 2 are represented by neurons
with the complement sigmoidal activation function and the
sigmoidal activation function respectively. Other fuzzy sets are
represented by neurons with the Gaussian activation function.
Weights in this layer determine the membership functions of
the corresponding fuzzy sets. Through changing the weights in
this layer, appropriately shaped membership functions can be
obtained. Weights in this layer are initialized based on process
knowledge and are refined during network training.
Neurons corresponding to the fuzzy set on the right end of
Fig. 2 use the sigmoid function and their outputs are of the form
(5)
where is the neuron output, is the neuron input, is the
input weight, and is a bias. Neurons corresponding to the
fuzzy set on the left end of Fig. 2 use the complement sigmoid
function and their outputs are given as
(6)
The activation function used by neurons corresponding to fuzzy
sets between the two terminal fuzzy sets in Fig. 2 is the Gaussian
function. Outputs of such neurons are of the form
(7)
The shapes and positions of the membership functions are de-
termined by the values of the fuzzification layer weights. By
appropriately selecting the fuzzification layer weights, desired
membership functions can be obtained.
Each node in the rule layer corresponds to a fuzzy operating
region of the process. Its inputs are the fuzzy sets of the process
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Fig. 4. Identified membership functions.
variables that determine the corresponding operating region. Its
output is the product of its inputs and is the membership function
of the operating region. There are no weights to be estimated in
this layer. The construction of the rule layer is guided by process
knowledge such as knowledge on the number of operating re-
gions and how each operating region is established.
Nodes in the function layer implement the local linear models
in the fuzzy operating regions. Each node corresponds to a par-
ticular local model and is a linear neuron. Its output is a sum-
mation of its inputs, which are weighted local model input vari-
ables, and a bias representing a possible constant term in a local
model. Weights in the function layer determine the local models.
Since the local models are linear, the function layer weights
explicitly give the local process gains and time constants. Thus,
weights in the neuro-fuzzy network are easier to interpret than
those in a conventional neural network. The local linear dynamic
models can also be transformed into transfer function forms so
that they can be interpreted in the frequency domain, for ex-
ample in terms of pole and zero positions.
The defuzzification layer performs the COG defuzzification
and gives the final network output. Inputs to the defuzzification
node are the membership functions of the fuzzy operating re-
gions and the local model outputs in these regions. The neuron
activation function used is given by (2) and again there are no
weights in this layer.
Recurrent neuro-fuzzy networks can be trained using any
of a number of training methods, such as the back prop-
agation method [13], the conjugate gradient method [14],
Levenberg–Marquardt optimization [15], or methods based
on genetic algorithms [16]. For the sake of simplicity in il-
lustration, the back propagation method with regularization is
presented. The training objective function can be defined as
(8)
where is the number of training data points, is the network
prediction, is the target value, is a regularization parameter
to enhance model generalization, and represents the discrete
time. An intuitive interpretation of the regularization term is that
a weight that does not influence the model errors very much will
be kept close to zero by the regularization term. A weight that
is important for model fit will, however, not be affected very
much by the regularization term. The appropriate value of is
obtained through a cross validation procedure.
In the back propagation training method, network weights are
adjusted as follows:
(9)
(10)
where and are the vectors of weights and weight
adaptations at training step , respectively, is the momentum
coefficient, and is the learning rate. Like other types of gra-
dient based training methods, training can be terminated when
the error gradient is less than a prespecified value. Training can
also be terminated by a cross validation based stopping crite-
rion where network training is stopped at a point beyond which
over-fitting would obviously occur. The gradients can
be calculated in the “back propagation through time” fashion
[17]. Williams and Zipser [18] presented the real time recurrent
learning (RTRL) algorithm for calculating the gradients in re-
current networks, which was further improved by Schmidhuber
[19]. The RTRL algorithm could also be used for the calculation
of recurrent neuro-fuzzy network gradients. Williams and Peng
[20] proposed an efficient gradient based algorithm for the on-
line training of recurrent networks, which could be also adopted
for the training of recurrent neuro-fuzzy networks.
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Fig. 5. Long-range predictions of [C].
III. MODELLING A FED-BATXH REACTOR USING RECURRENT
NEURO-FUZZY NETWORK
A. A Fed-Batch Reactor
The fed-batch reactor is taken from [21]. The following reac-
tion system:
is conducted in an isothermal semi-batch reactor. The objective
in operating this reactor is, through addition of reactant , to
convert as much as possible of reactant to the desired product,
, in a specified time min. It would not be optimal
to add all initially as the second order side-reaction yielding
the undesired species will be favored at high concentration of
. To keep this undesired species low, the reactor is operated in
semibatch mode where is added in a feed stream with concen-
tration . Based on the reaction kinetics and material
balances in the reactor, the following mechanistic model can be
developed:
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
In these equations, , and denote, respectively,
the concentrations of , and is the current reaction
volume, is the reactant feed rate, and the reaction rate con-
stants have the nominal value and . At the
start of reaction, the reactor contains moles/litter
of , no and is fed to 50% .
B. Recurrent Neuro-Fuzzy Network Modeling
In this study, we assume that the above mechanistic model
is not available (due to, for example, unknown reaction mecha-
nism or unknown parameters, which are commonly encountered
in practice) so a data based empirical model has to be utilized.
Since the main interest in this process in on the end-of-batch
product quality, the data based empirical model should offer
accurate long-range predictions. A recurrent neuro-fuzzy net-
work is used to model the process from the process operation
data. Fig. 3 shows the data from a typical batch run. It can be
seen from Fig. 3 that the process behaves nonlinearly and the
dynamic characteristics varies with the batch operating stages.
Fig. 3 indicates that the reaction volume could be used to divide
the process operation into several stages, for example labeled
as “low volume,” “medium volume,” and “high volume.” Four
batches of process operation under different feeding policies
were simulated to produce the data for recurrent neuro-fuzzy
network modeling. In agile responsive batch processing, it is
highly desirable that a model can be developed using data from a
limited number of process runs so that the model can be quickly
developed and applied to the process. Based on this consider-
ation, the data for developing recurrent neuro-fuzzy network
model is limited to data from just four batch runs. It should be
noted here that the model can be retrained when data from more
batch runs are available.
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Fig. 6. Long-range predictions of [D].
Fig. 7. Dynamic gains for the local models for [C].
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Fig. 8. Dynamic gains for the local models for [D].
After network training, the following model was identified:
IF is low
THEN
IF is medium
THEN
IF is high
THEN
In the previous model, is is is the reaction
volume, and is the discrete time. When performing long-range
TABLE I
STATIC GAINS CALCULATED FROM THE LOCAL MODELS
predictions using the previous neuro-fuzzy network model,
the future reaction volume can be simply obtained by
integrating the feeding rate . The identified membership
functions for reaction volume “low,” “medium,” and “high” are
shown in Fig. 4. The identified recurrent neuro-fuzzy network
model was tested on an additional unseen testing batch, which
is not used when developing the recurrent neuro-fuzzy network
model. Fig. 5 shows the long-range predictions of as well
as the model prediction residuals, on the unseen testing batch,
whereas Fig. 6 shows those for . In the top plots of Figs. 5
and 6, the solid lines represent the actual values whereas the
dashed lines represent the model predictions. The bottom plots
of Figs. 5 and 6 show the recurrent neuro-fuzzy network model
prediction residuals. It can be seen form Figs. 5 and 6 that the
model predictions can be considered as being accurate.
The aforementioned local linear models are easier to interpret
than a pure black box model (e.g., a conventional neural network
model). From the local model parameters, the local model char-
acteristics, such as gain and time constant, can be calculated.
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Fig. 9. Optimal reactant feeding policy.
Fig. 10. Trajectories of process variables under optimal control.
From the identified membership functions, different process op-
erating regions can be visualized. Table I shows the calculated
static gain of different local models. It can be seen that has
much higher gain in the “Volume low” region than other regions,
whereas has high gain in the “Volume medium” region. In-
sights into these local model characteristics could help process
operators in understanding the process operation and in judging
the optimal control actions. It should be noticed that the static
gains shown in Table I can only give a rough guidance about
the operational characteristics in the local regions since a batch
process does not have a steady state. The local dynamic gains
can be calculated from the local linear models. Fig. 7 shows the
local model dynamic gains for while Fig. 8 shows those for
.
IV. OPTIMAL CONTROL OF THE FED-BATCH REACTOR
As the objective in operating this process is to maximize the
amount of the final product while limiting the
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Fig. 11. Actual and predicted values of [C] and [D] under optimal control.
Fig. 12. Mechanistic model-based nominal (solid line) and minimal risk (dashed line) control policies.
amount of the final undesired species , the fol-
lowing control objective function is adopted in this study:
(16)
where and are weighting parameters which were both set
to 1 in this study. Optimal feeding policy can be obtained by
minimizing the previous control objective function subject to
any operating constraints
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Fig. 13. Trajectories of [C] and [D] under the nominal (solid line) and minimal risk (dashed line) control policies.
TABLE II
VALUES OF [C](t ) AND [D](t ) UNDER DIFFERENT CONTROL POLICIES
where is a sequence of the reactant
feeding rates and is the reaction volume. In this study, the
batch time (120 min) is divided into segments of equal
length and, within the th segment, the reactant feeding rate is
.
The constrained optimization problem was solved using the
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method available in
the MATLAB Optimization Toolbox [22]. The SQP method
is very effective for constrained optimization problems. The
SQP method is constructed by solving a quadratic program-
ming (QP) subproblem at each major iteration. An approxima-
tion is made of the Hessian of the Lagrangian function using a
quasi-Newton updating method. This is then used to generate a
QP subproblem whose solution is used to form a search direc-
tion for a line search procedure. The calculated optimal reactant
feeding policy is plotted in Fig. 9. Under this feeding policy,
the trajectories of process variables (from mechanistic model
simulation) are shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 compares the actual
(mechanistic model simulation) and the recurrent neuro-fuzzy
network predicted values for and under the optimal con-
trol strategy. It can be seen that the long-range predictions are
quite accurate leading to a reliable optimal control policy.
The optimal feeding policy shown in Fig. 9 can also be
comprehended using the local linear models. From Table I and
Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that in the “Volume low” region,
the gain for product is high and the gain for undesired
by-product is low (negative) and, thus, a fast increase in
volume is desirable. This is achieved by high feeding rates
during the beginning of the batch (about the first 20 min). In the
“Volume medium” region, the gain for is high and, thus,
a slow increase in is desirable in order to limit the increase
in . This is achieved by a low feed rate in this region. At
the final “Volume high” region, the gain for is low and a
high feed rate is desired to bring the batch to a desired finish.
Therefore, this neuro-fuzzy network model allows the process
operator to comprehend the calculated optimal feeding policy.
This is a significant advantage of neuro-fuzzy network models
in contrast to other type of black box models.
Terwiesch et al. [21] reported a nominal control policy and a
minimal risk control policy for this fed-batch process based on
the mechanistic model. Fig. 12 shows these mechanistic model
based optimal control policies whereas Fig. 13 shows the tra-
jectories of and under these control policies. Table II
gives the values of and under different control
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policies. It can be seen that the recurrent neuro-fuzzy network
model based optimal control policy gives comparable perfor-
mance as the mechanistic model-based optimal control poli-
cies. Although the final product concentration under
the recurrent neuro-fuzzy network model-based optimal control
policy is lower than those under the mechanistic model-based
optimal control policies, the final concentration of the unde-
sired species under the recurrent neuro-fuzzy network
model-based optimal control policy is also lower than those
under the mechanistic model-based optimal control policies.
Based on the local linear dynamic models, optimal control
strategy could be developed under the framework of heteroge-
neous control [23], where local control actions are calculated
and composed based on the fuzzy membership functions. This
is currently under investigation.
V. CONCLUSION
Recurrent neuro-fuzzy networks have been shown to be very
effective in modeling highly nonlinear batch processes and of-
fering accurate long-range predictions. The identified model, in
the form of a fuzzy combination of several local linear models,
is easier to interpret than any black-box models. This helps
the process operators in understanding the process operational
characteristics and comprehending the obtained optimal con-
trol policies. Accurate long-range predictions are essential in
batch process optimal control where the control objective is fo-
cused on the end-of-batch product quality. Based on a recurrent
neuro-fuzzy network model, optimal control policy can be cal-
culated so that the end-of-batch product quality is optimized.
The results presented in this paper demonstrate that the recur-
rent neuro-fuzzy network model based optimal control policy
gives comparable performance as the mechanistic model based
optimal control policies.
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